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Supply shortages

My PV shortens delivery times for its solar electric heating
technology
10/10/2023

Many of My PV's products that were sold out in recent months are now available again.
The expansion of production capacities is bearing fruit.

My PV has increased the production of electric heating rods and power controllers for solar electric heating 20-fold

in the last three and a half years. The tripling of the production area in June this year also contributes to this, in

order to make the products available again in sufficient quantities even faster.

Additional shifts introduced
My PV has also introduced additional shifts to boost unit output. "Our efforts to turn all the wheels here and to

produce our products as well as possible - despite the great rush of the last few months - are paying off in terms of

product quantities," explains Markus Gundendorfer, sales manager at My PV.

Heating rods available again
The efforts are bearing fruit in the meantime. The accessory products, such as the My PV WiFi Meter and the screw-

in heating elements with both the and the new kilowatt output, are very much available again in the next few

weeks or are available from stock. The Elwa heating rods can also be ordered from stock again from October, the

company informs. 

See also: My PV's solar-electric company building produces more electricity than it consumes

© My PV

My PV built a new production building in June 2023. This has increased capacities.
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"Customers can therefore - contrary to the last few months and the associated bottlenecks due to many factors -

easily obtain and install our self-sufficient solar-electric heating rod for their projects from us via the wholesale

trade," Markus Gundendorfer emphasises.

Don't miss any important information about the solar energy transition! Simply subscribe to our free

newsletter.

Further reducing delivery times
Since My PV has managed to close the gap in the availability of these products, the company also assumes that it

will be possible to achieve good availability again for the other products, such as the AC Thor, AC Thor 9s and AC

Elwa 2 power controllers, and thus continue to process customer orders. 

Also interesting: Resilience of supply chains as Achilles' heel

"We are also confident that we will be able to further reduce delivery times in the coming weeks and months so

that our customers receive the ordered goods even faster," says the sales manager. "The measures necessary for this

are being implemented," he emphasises. (su/mfo)
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